with tamper proof quality of evidence

The evidential seal of quality

Workflow.
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Construction project field team
deployed with eviFile providing
work allocation using
eviFile workflow.

Every Activity is photographed
using eviFile to provide evidence
of progressive assurance compliance.

Real
time.
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Encrypt.
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Evidence.

Real time data delivered to
the management team to
enable informed decision
making and drive efficiency.

All data, including photographs
and forms, is uploaded to the
eviFile encrypted vault.

87%
£19, 231

Use eviFile to securely capture, manage, share and track
reporting, that preserves and authenticates a visible chain of
digital evidence – essential for making commercial decisions.

ensure digital assurance for all involved.

We are proud to be working with

Standardised process

Using a single data format and
collaboration platform improves

Locations can be mapped,
tracked and viewed using Google
Maps and Google Street View.

Improve work planning and
scheduling - getting it ‘right

Supply chain

Accelerate supply chain progress
reporting and completion
approval processes.

Quicker response times

Richer, more accurate, real-time
data means you can respond
swiftly to changes at site level.

Reports

Managers can generate reports
from eviFile in CSV or PDF format
and make instant data-driven
decisions on live projects.

Proof Edition: From £8/user/month
Proof is the easiest way to introduce the eviFile standard into a project.
It is quick to deploy and simple to use.
eviTrack

Showing your route and associated
eviFiles. Provide accurate, locationbased journey data tightly linked with

Geo-tag

Your eviFiles provide GPS location
information for avoidance of doubt.
Pinpoint accuracy - an eviFile is easy

both tracking and evidence.
capture location.

Digital evidence

Your eviFiles are photographic proof
for suppliers and court. No friction,
no fuss, no timewasting - just the
absolute proof you need captured in
seconds and stored securely forever.
ACPO Compliant.

Digital forms

Capture the right data at the right
time and drive the MI you need
to make better decisions.
Intelligent validation of data capture
also provides increased quality
and speed.

Enterprise Edition: From £35/user/month

integration and custom reporting. It includes all the features of the Proof Edition plus:
Smart work assignment

component to manage a process,
multiple eviFiles and forms. Capture
information needed at each stage of
any process with the data needed to
back it up.

Progress of work done

Real-time reporting of job status
and the activities being completed
transparency into the work being
completed by employees and
contractors and allows managers to
react quickly to change.

Asset management

A fully integrated inventory solution
implementing your programme
assets into the solution couples real
time tracking with eviFiles to provide
an end to end solution.

Right person, right job, right time.
Ensuring you have control over how
work is distributed. It will streamline
the process, increase quality and
reduce cost.

Interactive reports & dashboard

Access through the web application
or your preferred package. Full
transparency - single source of truth
from an integrated reporting solution
or with connectors into your own
Management Information platform.

Dedicated vault

Secure, safe, peace of mind - cloud
and government level security as
standard with every eviFile instance.

For a demo, please contact Infinite Possibilities
Tel: 0161 8204319
www.infinitepossibilitiesglobal.com

